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CelerioCelerioCelerioCelerio    

The Celerio, Suzuki’s compact city car went on sale in the UK in February 2015. There are five 

models in the range including the SZ3 1.0-litre Dualjet model that has CO2 emissions of just 

84g/km as well as offering an EC combined fuel consumption figure of 78.4mpg and all other 

Celerio models have CO2 emissions of 99g/km. The Celerio Dualjet is currently the most fuel 

efficient new car on sale for less than £10,000.  

 

Also available for Celerio is Suzuki’s latest development in automated manual gearbox 

technology.  Known as Auto Gear Shift (AGS), this system features an Intelligent Shift Control 

Actuator positioned at the top of the transmission that operates the gearshift and clutch 

automatically. With AGS, the driver can enjoy the effortless driving of an automatic, 

particularly in city traffic, but without any loss in fuel efficiency or increase in CO2 that would 

normally be the case with a conventional type of automatic transmission.  

 

Standard specification highlights for all Celerio models is comprehensive and includes six 

airbags (Driver, passenger, side and curtain), ESP*, DAB Radio, CD Tuner, USB, Bluetooth 

connectivity and remote central locking. 

 

IGNISIGNISIGNISIGNIS    

Suzuki Motor Corporation unveiled the new IGNIS for Europe at the 2016 Paris Motor Show as 

its new global compact crossover and it clearly demonstrates convenience and comfort in a 

stylish new exterior. It exudes Suzuki DNA from every pore, while at the same time 

introducing an entirely new design with unique character. The IGNIS was launched in the UK in 

January 2017 and is available in SZ3, SZ-T and SZ5 grades.  

 

In addition to its stylish exterior design in a compact size of just 3,700mm long, the IGNIS  

features excellent visibility, a spacious cabin and ample luggage space. The development goal 

was to create compact crossover styling that is undoubtedly Suzuki. 

 

Under the ‘SUZUKI NEXT 100’ plan announced at the Frankfurt Motor Show in 2015, Suzuki  

developed a new platform strategy for its future models and the IGNIS was the second model 



(following Baleno) with this new generation platform to be introduced in Europe. 

 

Standard equipment for all Ignis models in the range is comprehensive and the SZ3 model 

includes six airbags, air conditioning, DAB radio with Bluetooth, 15-inch wheels, body 

coloured door mirrors, front electric windows and five seat capacity.   

 

SZ-T adds satellite navigation, rear view camera, 16-inch alloy wheels, roof rails, wheel arch 

extensions and four seat capacity with individually sliding rear seats. SZ5 adds auto air 

conditioning, Dual Camera Brake Support, keyless entry and start, rear electric windows, LED 

Headlghts with DRL and front foglamps.  

 

IGNIS is available in one solid colour, five optional metallic colours and five two tone colours 

whereby the roof colour on all is Super Pearl Black Metallic.   

    

SwiftSwiftSwiftSwift    

Swift is Suzuki’s most popular model in the range and is available in five clearly defined 

specification grades which are SZ2, SZ3 (4X4), SZ-L, SZ4 (2WD and 4x4) and Sport with 1.6-

litre engine. All models offer seven airbags and ESP as standard, front passenger airbag 

deactivation facility, electric windows, remote central door locking with deadlocks, electrically 

adjustable and heated door mirrors, MP3 / WMA compatible CD tuner with USB port and 

steering wheel mounted audio controls. 

Swift SZ4 is available with a 1.2-litre Dualjet engine incorporating Suzuki’s latest technology 

that uses twin fuel injectors for improved fuel economy and efficiency.  Swift SZ3 5 door is 

equipped with four wheel drive as standard which is ideal for added safety during the winter 

months. Thanks to the use of small and lightweight components Swift 4x4 is just 65kg heavier 

than an equivalent 2WD model.  

The SZ4 4x4 model is equipped with the Dualjet engine and has a more rugged appearance 

and offers extra protection over rough ground by adding front and rear skid plates, black 

wheel arch extensions and black side skirts. 

    

    



Baleno Baleno Baleno Baleno     

Suzuki is well known globally for its expertise in small cars and the new Baleno hatchback is 

yet another example. Since launching its first car in 1955, the Suzulight, Suzuki has produced 

a vast range of significant models each tailored to the needs of its time. 

Historically, Suzuki has earned high acclaim for its stylish, city oriented designs, compact and 

easy to manage dimensions while also offering good performance, favourable fuel economy 

and low emissions. Baleno introduces a ‘Liquid Flow’ design theme and with its compact 

body, roomy interior    and choice of two efficient powertrains all on a new generation platform. 

Baleno offers style, , , , utility, and fun driving performance combined with good fuel efficiency. A 

mild hybrid model known as SHVS (Smart Hybrid Vehicle by Suzuki) is also available. 

A larger car than Swift at 3.99 metres long, Baleno offers a more rational choice for buyers 

looking for extra interior space and a larger boot capacity but may not be looking to move up 

in size to a Vitara or S-Cross. Baleno offers the best tandem distance in its class which is the 

measurement taken between the front and rear seats.  

The new Baleno is produced in India where Suzuki has a long established reputation and a 

major presence for more than 30 years. In 2016, 1.3 million cars were manufactured in 

Suzuki’s two Indian plants and the current share for the passenger vehicle market is a very 

impressive 48 per cent. The production line for Baleno is at Maruti Suzuki’s Manesar plant in 

Haryana.  

JimnyJimnyJimnyJimny    

First introduced in 1998, Jimny has a neat and practical look and since sales began it has 

accumulated a loyal following of customers who enjoy a quirky alternative to a supermini or 

crossover SUV.  Jimny exceeds expectations off road whilst still being more than capable in 

any urban area, ideal for customers who want the best of both worlds.  

It has built up an established, tough and capable reputation amongst its 25,000 loyal owners 

in the UK with many currently on their third or even fourth new Jimny. 

Jimny is powered by an all-alloy 16 valve 1.3-litre engine that benefits from variable valve 

timing to ensure lively performance as well as strong fuel economy. The manual transmission 



model returns an official 39.8mpg in combined cycle driving (38.7mpg for the optional 

automatic) and respective CO2 emissions outputs are 162 and 167g/km. 

VitaraVitaraVitaraVitara    

Ever since its global market launch in 1988, the Suzuki Vitara series has earned acclaim for 

stylish, city oriented designs, compact, easy to manage dimensions, comfortable on-road 

performance and genuine off-road capability. The series has evolved through changes in body 

size and powertrain. 25 years after the original model’s debut, the Vitara heritage is embodied 

in a fresh sport utility vehicle incarnation.  

Launched in the UK in May 2015, the new Vitara compact SUV has smaller dimensions to 

meet contemporary needs. It incorporates Suzuki’s cutting-edge ALLGRIP four wheel drive 

system as an option and has advanced safety and connectivity equipment. Vitara is also 

available with various options to allow customers to personalise their car.  

The Vitara is a very popular model with over 11,000 cars delivered to customers during 2016. 

It is also rated as one of Europe‘s safest too according to independent crash testing results 

from Euro NCAP where it received the maximum 5-star rating. Vitara was the first compact 

SUV to earn five stars in the more rigorous 2015 Euro NCAP testing which further reinforces 

its exemplary level of safety. 

SSSS----CrossCrossCrossCross    

First launched in October 2013, Suzuki’s crossover model offers room for five adults and one 

of the largest luggage capacities in its segment at 430 litres. All three S-Cross models in the 

range (SZ3, SZ-T and SZ5) come with a high level of equipment as standard including seven 

airbags, ESP*, alloy wheels, cruise control with speed limiter, air conditioning, heated door 

mirrors, black protective skid plates and black wheel arch extensions. 

SZ-T adds satellite navigation with DAB digital radio, polished 17-inch alloy wheels, Dual Zone 

automatic air conditioning, front fog lamps, Bluetooth connectivity, rear privacy glass, silver 

roof rails and silver skid plates, rear parking camera and rear parking proximity sensors. 

In October 2016, a Facelifted version of S-Cross was launched in the UK offering two new 

Boosterjet engines of 1.0-litre and 1.4-litre capacity plus a total re-design of the front end 

styling of the car.  



The S-Cross is also rated one of Europe‘s safest cars according to independent crash testing 

results from Euro NCAP, where it received the maximum 5-star rating. S-Cross is available 

with ALLGRIP technology as an option.  

* ESP is a registered trademark of Daimler AG 
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